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Outline of the talk

1. What is a network and various applications
2. Network data and drawing issues with Pajek
3. Random networks
4. Scale free networks
5. Small worlds networks
6. Strategic network formation games
7. Efficient vs. emergent networks
8. The strategic formation of co-invention networks
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1 What is a social network?� A collection of agents� A set of bilateral relations� Some context of application
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Many applications� Buyer sellers networks� R&D collaboration networks� Collusion networks� Public good contribution networks� Crime networks� Job market networks� Opinion networks� Company boards networks� Stock market networks� Marriage networks� College dating network� Movie actors networks� Technology adoption networks� …
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2   Network data
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2   Network data
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How to draw and perform computations 
on (large) networks ?
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Draw your network with Pajek:� Excel version of the edges list l : network_trial.xls� Use createpajek.exe -> network_trial.net� Use pajek.exe� Draw/layout/energy/Kamada-Kawai� Other computations are available. � You may also want to use some other softwares 
(e.g. ucinet)
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Main questions raised in the literature
Empirical questions� How can we measure networks ? Can we find some 

recurrent structural attributes ? 

Theoretical questions� How do social networks affect agents and social 
performance/welfare ? � How do real social networks came to be formed ?� Provided that agents know that they are affected by their 
position in networks, how can they improve their position 
in the networks and what are the resulting networks ? 
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Main questions raised today
Empirical questions� How can we measure networks ? Can we find some 

recurrent structural attributes ? 

Theoretical questions� How do social networks affect agents and social 
performance/welfare ? � How do real social networks came to be formed ?� Provided that agents know that they are affected by 
their position in networks, how can they improve their 
position in the networks and what are the resulting 
networks ? 
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3 The basic random graph model� The measurements on real networks are usually compared 
against those on “random networks”� The basic Gn,p (Erdös-Renyi) random graph model:� n : the number of vertices� 0 ≤ p ≤ 1� for each pair of agents (i,j), generate the edge ij independently with 
probability p
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Typical random network
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The basic random graph model� The main discovery of Erdös-Renyi, are that network 
properties emerge nonlinearly with p. � Among thee properties is the size of the largest component:
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The small world phenomenon� Milgram (69, 74) experiment : � Select a target in Sharon-Mass,� Select 296 persons (196 from Omaha-Nebraska and 100 
from Boston-Mass),� Ask them to reach a the target, if they do not know him 
directly, send the letter to someone else they expect he 
may do, and send a report,� Repeat recursively.� 64 initial reached the target – and it took in average 5.2 

intermediate acquaintances to do so. � The “six degree of separation” legend is born !� Biased downwards but White’s corrections indicate that it 
is probably not much more (between 6 and 8). 
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Definition of a path:� Path from node i to node j is a sequence of edges that share common nodes from node i to node j.

1
2

3
45

• path length: number of 
edges on the path
• nodes i and j are 
connected
• cycle: a path that starts 
and ends at the same node
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Shortest Paths� Shortest Path from node 1 to node 4 ? 
1

2
3

45
� Geodesic distance is 
the # of edges of the 
shortest path(s):
d14=2
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The average path length� dij = shortest path between i and j� Characteristic average path length:
� Harmonic mean ∑

>
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Collective Statistics (M. Newman 2003)
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The average path length of random 
networks is short !� The average geodesic distance of a random graph (Erdös-

Renyi) is:

with 

which means that simple randomness is sufficient to allow 
(large) networks to be short. 
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Thus, is the random graph model a good 
predictor of real networks ?

NO & NO (at least)� NO : degree distribution is incorrectly shaped
-> leads to the “configuration model” of Molloy & Reed and the 
“scale free” network of Barabasi� NO : it does not generate communities as real networks 

do!
-> leads to the “small world model” of Watts & Strogatz. 
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4 Scale free networks

. � Let pk denote the fraction of the agents who have exactly 
k neighbors, that is have degree k.
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Teasing You said yourself : what a small world! (meet someone living far away who share a common friend with you Milgram / the six degree of separationDid you imagine the consequence of this statement from a social an economic point of viewInteract interact / job search / information or knowledge diffusion Social & economic networks are every where ! They affects your outcomes as well as social welfare !how do agents affect their own position in networks (provided that all others do the same) ?  I will provide you applications, tools for handling such data, drawing and measuring networks, models that explain how do these network came to be formed, insisting on the economic way of seeing it (strategic network formation) and shall demonstrate that it allows for explaining the formation of collaborative invention behaviors. 

Internet network
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Typical random network
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The basic random graph model� The degree distribution in the random network model
is Poisson.
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Real networks have power-law degree 
distribution� Power-law distribution gives a line in the log-log plot

->

� α : power-law exponent (typically 2 ≤ α ≤ 3)
degree

frequency
log degree

log frequency αlog p(k) = -α log k + log Cp(k) = C k-α
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Examples

Taken from [Newman 2003]
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A random graph example
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The configuration model

. 
� The configuration Model from Molloy and Reed (1988) � A generalization of the poisson model, which allows for 

any ex ante specification of degree distribution. � Let for instance:

� Results on non linear emergence of a giant component 
and low average distance are preserved
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The Barabasi model for generating scale 
free networks� Simon (1955), Price (1976), Barabasi & Albert (2001)� Two main principles: network growth and preferential 
attachment.� At each period, one node arrives. � He connects randomly to m already existing nodes� The probability it connects to a node of degree pk is given by :� Thus at each period there are in average                        
nodes which change degree from k to k+1.
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The Barabasi model for generating scale 
free networks ?� Such a dynamical system leads to a network the degree 
distribution has been proved to be scale free, that is power 
distributed as follows:

that’s a power distribution indeed !

pk = 2m * k-3
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5 Community structures and the small 
world model
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5 Community structures and the small 
world model� In most social networks, neighborhoods tend to 
overlap.� That translates in the network worlds into: 
“my neighbors have a high probability to be also neighbors 
together”. � In the network literature there is an index that 
captures this propensity: network clustering
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Clustering (Transitivity) coefficient� Measures the density of triangles (local clusters) in 
the graph� Two different ways to measure it:

� The ratio of the means∑
∑

= ii(1)
 inodeat  centered triples
 inodeat  centered triangles

C
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Example
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Clustering (Transitivity) coefficient� Clustering coefficient for node i
� The mean of the ratios

 inodeat  centered triples
 inodeat  centered trianglesC i = i(2) C

n
1C =
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Example

� The two clustering coefficients give different measures � C(2) increases with nodes with low degree
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Clustering coefficients 

� In the standard random graphs, the probability that two of your 
neighbors also being neighbors is p, independently of local structure. 
Thus: � clustering coefficient C = p� when z is fixed C = z/n =O(1/n)y

(1) (1)
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� For instance in the configuration models, clustering is:(1)
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The Watts & Strogatz model for 
generating clustered & short networks ?� Take a 1d-lattice (a) and rewire each edge with a 
small proba p, and then reallocate one of the ends 
of the edge to a randomly selected node. 
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The Watts & Strogatz model for 
generating clustered & short networks ?
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6 Strategic network formation games� Networks are perceived as the equilibrium outcome of 
decentralized agents behaviors � Different equilibrium notions/conceptions of network 
formation � Fully non cooperative approach - Nash networks� Fully Cooperative approach� Mixed approach - Pairwise stable networks !� Static vs. dynamic settings� Myopic and farsighted approaches� Are agents allowed to form connections multilaterally on 
only bilaterally ?
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Payoffs and efficiency

�
��
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Network formation principles and static 
equilibria in the mixed (coop. non coop.) 
approach� Links need the consent of the two to be formed but can 

be deleted only if one of the two intends to. � Pairwise stability:
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� The payoff function of the connection model 
Jackson and Wolinski (1996)
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� The payoff function of the connection model 
Jackson and Wolinski (1996)
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Results :
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Efficiency vs. stability and transfers among players: 
Illustration with the connections model

Efficient and pws networksEfficient & unique pws EfficientNon-unique pws Efficient &   non-unique pwsEfficient &   non-unique pws
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Some remarks: � Efficiency is fully characterized in this model (but not in 
all models)� Contradictions appear between stability and efficiency �
why do not allowing for transfers among players � who 
want to be the star ? � Network pairwise stability is only partially characterized� The only networks that are studied are sharp and simple 
ones as compared to real networks. 
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Other models: job contact networks� Agents are either employed or unemployed at some 
moment in time� Employees loose their jobs at some exogenous rate and 
information on some available positions arrive randomly� An employed agent passes the information on jobs to 
his/her unemployed neighbors. � Easy to show that agent i position in the network affects 
his welfare. 
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Other models: networks of firms� Networks of cost reducing alliances (R&D) 

� Cournot equilibrium for any given network:

and 
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Other models: networks of firms� Network efficiency: � the complete network is the unique efficient network, � because both firms and consumers surplus are increasing in 
the number of links formed� Under Cournot competition: � the complete network is also the unique pairwise stable 
network when links formation costs are negligible � because profits are increasing in each companies number of 
connections
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Network of collaboration among inventors� Provide a slightly modified version of the connection 
model that nicely mimics inter-individual knowledge 
diffusion.� Introduce geography (agents are localized in a ring-space).� Study the formation of networks in a dynamic setting� Analyze the structure of networks that emerge in this 
process� Compare them with the structure of co-invention 
networks! � Demonstrate that the strategic approach can explain the 
formation of complex real networks !
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Introducing a spatial structure

� Geographic distance : a ring city of dimension S

1

n
2

Sn-1

i
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� The payoff function
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The dynamic approach

� Monte Carlo numerical experiments� Different values for n, S and σ.� δ varies over ]0,1[ 

� Stochastic process:� Random uniform matching (Jackson and Watts, 2002) and 
implementation rule consistent with pairwise stability concept.� Agents can always make errors with a small probability but they 
learn with time -> a time-dependent markov chain � The networks that are on the support of the unique limiting 
distribution are said to be emergent networks -> Ergodicity is 
preserved
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Emerging networks 

density

Average
distance

Inequality in 
degree

Clustering
coefficient C(2)
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Pictures of strategically generated complex 
small worlds
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Co-invention network
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Comparability problems :

• In the theory: a given set of agents who can form links with 
each others & long run equilibrium
• In the empirics: not every agent can connect to all others: 
unobserved (cognitive or institutional) boundaries

A component-based methodology:

• Rely on components as populations so as to approximate 
isolated population
• Consider only components which exhibit no evolution in 
the recent past (“dead networks”).
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Degree distribution
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Distribution of links according to geographical distance
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Concluding remarks� Networks is a theoretically rich tool� Sill full of applications still unexplored� Rapidly increasing topic in economics� People in Paris: June Networks - Program � PhD Ccourse from Matt Jackson at Paris-sud, June 13th,� Workshop at Insead, Fontainebleau, June 18th,� Seminar at Paris Sud, by Matt Jackson, June 19th, � International conference at Carré des Sciences, Paris, June 28-29th, 
www.adislab.org . 


